Oil spill detection from SAR image using SVM based classification
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ABSTRACT:

In this paper, the potential of fully polarimetric L-band SAR data for detecting sea oil spills is investigated using polarimetric decompositions and texture analysis based on SVM classifier. First, power and magnitude measurements of HH and VV polarization modes and, Pauli, Freeman and Krogager decompositions are computed and applied in SVM classifier. Texture analysis is used for identification using SVM method. The texture features i.e. Mean, Variance, Contrast and Dissimilarity from them are then extracted. Experiments are conducted on full polarimetric SAR data acquired from PALSAR sensor of ALOS satellite on August 25, 2006. An accuracy assessment indicated overall accuracy of 78.92% and 96.46% for the power measurement of the VV polarization and the Krogager decomposition respectively in first step. But by use of texture analysis the results are improved to 96.44% and 96.65% quality for mean of power and magnitude measurements of HH and VV polarizations and the Krogager decomposition. Results show that the Krogager polarimetric decomposition method has the satisfying result for detection of sea oil spill on the sea surface and the texture analysis presents the good results.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, oil spill in marine environments is one of the most important factors of marine pollution that has very harmful impact on marine ecosystems, economy and human life. Regarding sea is a valuable source for oil reservoirs and a place for oil extraction and transportation of tankers as well as considering Iran is ended in Caspian sea from north and in Persian gulf and Oman sea in south which are rich sources of oil, rapid and timely identification those pollutions has very much important role in reduction their harmful impacts. Remote sensing technology is an effective way for detecting and operational monitoring of oil spill in the ocean areas (Girard-Arduin et al., 2003; Migliaccio and Trangaglia, 2004; Brekke and Solberg, 2005; Cheng et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). Previous studies are show which SAR data are suitable for detection of marine oil spill due to their day -and -night and all-weather imaging capabilities and having large coverage (Brekke and Solberg, 2005).

Scattering from the ocean’s surface is significantly due to scattering from capillary waves and short gravity waves (Fortuny-Guasch, 2003). Oil spills on SAR images damp short gravity-capillary waves and decrease backscatter of sea surface resulting in creating dark formations on SAR images having contrast with surrounding sea surface (Holt, 2004; Brekke and Solberg, 2005; Migliaccio et al., 2007; Fingsas and Brown, 2011). This characteristic leads to identification of the spills on SAR images. The advent of the full-polarimetric satellite SAR systems (i.e. ALOS/PALsAR, RDARSAT2 and TerraSAR-X missions) potentially yield more useful information than single polarization measurements and some recent studies claim that multipolarization data can give better discrimination between oil spills and their surroundings (Gade et al., 1998; Migliaccio and et al., 2007; Topouzelis, 2008, Migliaccio et al., 2009; Velotto et al., 2010).

Information about scattering processes can be obtained from polarimetric SAR (POL-SAR) data by analysing the individual components of the scattering matrix or by using various decomposition methods (Jones et al., 2011). Most decomposition methods attempt to relate the polarimetric backscatter to the physical properties of the scatterers, for example, surface, volumetric, and dihedral scattering (Jones et al., 2011). A large number of studies aiming at oil spill detection based on SAR images have been conducted (Del Frate et al., 2000; Fiscella et al., 2000; Marghany, 2001; Pavlakis et al., 2001; Karathanassi et al., 2006; Migliaccio and Trangaglia, 2004; Stathakis et al., 2006; Topouzelis et al., 2003, 2009). Some detailed studies to oil spill detection approaches by use of remote sensing data are given by (Brekke and Solberg (2005); Topouzelis (2008); Migliaccio et al. 2010). There are a limited number of studies using of decomposition methods for oil spill detection. In (Schuler et al., 2004; Migliaccio et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011) the entropy, anisotropy, and average alpha of the Cloude–Pottier decomposition are used for oil-spill detection, polarimetric SAR decomposition parameters, average alpha angle and entropy, are estimated for mapping sea surface oil slicks using a RADARSAT-2 quad-polarization SAR image by (Zhang et al., 2011). Other decompositions such as Shannon entropy decomposition have also been investigated for monitoring and detection of oil spills (Jones et al., 2011). The main aim in this paper is marine oil spill detection using fully polarimetric SAR data. For this reason, the Pauli, Freeman and Krogager decompositions and texture analysis are used. In this study Support Vector Machine classifier is used for classification.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Data in used and Study area

The study area chosen to conduct this paper is related to an oil spill from a sunken tanker near central Philippines in Guimaras Strait. The disaster occurred on August 11, 2006 and this oil spill observed using JAXA reports. Filipino mini-tanker while traveling of Negros Island accidentally sank about 24 km of the southern coast of Lusaka Point, Guimaras Island of the Philippines, causing heavy oil spill. The PALSAR image of the oil spill area was acquired on August 25. In Figure 1 an RGB Pauli representation of the area is depicted.
In this paper, oil spills are detected from full polarimetric SAR data of high resolution SAR image of PALSAR sensor of ALOS satellite with approximately 30 m spatial resolution.

2.2 methodology

2.2.1 The Pauli decomposition

The Pauli decomposition expresses the measured scattering matrix \([S]\) in the so-called Pauli basis.

If we considered the conventional orthogonal linear \((h, v)\) basis, in a general case, the Pauli basis is given by the following four 2×2 matrices (Cloude and Pottier, 1996).

\[
[S]_a = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad [S]_b = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
[S]_c = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad [S]_d = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \end{bmatrix}
\]

It has been always considered that \(Shv=SVh\), since reciprocity applies in a monostatic system configuration. In this situation, the Pauli basis can be reduced to a basis composed by the matrices. Consequently, given a measured scattering matrix \([S]\), it can be expressed as follows:

\[
[S] = \begin{bmatrix} S_{hh} & S_{hv} \\ S_{vh} & S_{vv} \end{bmatrix} = \alpha [S]_a + \beta [S]_c + \gamma [S]_b + \eta [S]_d
\]

Where

\[
\alpha = \frac{S_{hh} + 2S_{vv}}{\sqrt{2}} \\
\beta = \frac{S_{hh} - 2S_{vv}}{\sqrt{2}} \\
\gamma = \sqrt{2}S_{hv}
\]

And it can be easy shown that the span of \([S]\) can be obtained as

\[
SPAN = |S_{hh}|^2 + |S_{vv}|^2 + 2|S_{hv}|^2
\]

\[
= \alpha^2 + \beta^2 + \gamma^2
\]

2.2.2 The Krogager decomposition

Krogager has proposed an alternative to factorize the scattering matrix as the combination of the responses of a sphere, a diplane and a helix. The last two components present an orientation angle \(\theta\). If we consider the scattering matrix expressed in the circular polarization basis \((r, l)\), the Krogager decomposition presents the following formulation (Krogager, 1990).

\[
[S]_{[r,l]} = \begin{bmatrix} S_{rr} & S_{rl} \\ S_{lr} & S_{ll} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & S_{r0} \exp(i\phi_{rl}) \\ S_{0r} \exp(-i\phi_{rl}) & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\exp(i\phi_{rl}) = e^{j\phi} \begin{bmatrix} j \cos(\phi) & 0 \\ j \sin(\phi) & 0 \end{bmatrix} + K_d \begin{bmatrix} 0 & j \exp(j2\phi) \\ j \exp(-j2\phi) & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

For the convenience of calculation, the following relations are useful.

\[
S_{rr} = \frac{(S_{hh} - S_{vv} + j2S_{hv})}{2}
\]

\[
S_{ll} = \frac{(S_{vv} - S_{hh} + j2S_{hv})}{2}
\]

\[
S_{rl} = \frac{j(S_{hh} + S_{vv})}{2}
\]

2.2.3 The Freeman decomposition

The Freeman decomposition models the covariance matrix as the contribution of three scattering mechanisms (Freeman and Durden, 1992).

- \(F_v\): Volume scattering where a canopy scatterer is modelled as a set of randomly oriented dipoles.
- \(F_d\): Double-bounce scattering modelled by a dihedral corner reflector.
- \(F_s\): Surface or single-bounce scattering modeled by a first-order Bragg surface scatterer.

Where \(F_s\) and \(F_d\) can be obtained from Equation (9).

\[
|S_{hh}|^2 = f_s |\beta|^2 + f_d |\alpha|^2
\]

\[
|S_{vv}|^2 = f_s
\]

\[
S_{hh}S_{vv} = f_d \beta + f_d \beta
\]

And \(F_v\) is defined as
2.2.4 The proposed algorithm

In this method first, power and magnitude measurements of HH and VV polarization modes are extracted then the scattering (S), coherency (T) and covariance (C) matrices are constructed from the full polarimetric SAR data to computing the Pauli, Krogager and Freeman decompositions. Afterward, each of them is separately classified by SVM classifier. In the next step, the most popular texture features are extracted from the magnitude and power measurements and the decompositions. The texture features include Mean, Variance, Contrast and Dissimilarity. The mean feature separately and combination of the 4 features (Mean, Variance, Contrast and Dissimilarity) are examined with different window sizes (3×3, 5×5, 7×7, 9×9, 11×11 and 17×17) and an optimum texture feature with the best window size is selected to be used in the classification step. Finally, the result of each of classifications is evaluated by use of comparing with ground truth data obtained by manually digitizing the polarimetric SAR images. The flowchart of proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Results

The algorithm is applied on the fully polarimetric L-band SAR data and the results following: Magnitude and power measurements derived from HH and VV polarizations are demonstrated in figure 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d respectively. Figures 3e, 3f and 3g show the Pauli, Krogager and Freeman decompositions respectively.

![Flowchart of the proposed algorithm](image)

![Interested oil spill images:](image)
The texture features i.e. Mean, Variance, Contrast and Dissimilarity with window sizes of $3 \times 3$, $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$, $9 \times 9$, $11 \times 11$ and $17 \times 17$ pixels are extracted from the Magnitude and power measurements as well as the Pauli, Krogager and Freeman decompositions. The resulting images are shown in Figure 5.

3.2 Accuracy assessment

In order to accuracy assessment, the ground truth data are extracted visually and by manually digitizing from the full polarimetric data. The ground truth is shown in Figure 7. Assessment of obtained results is done by constitution Confusion matrix and computation of overall accuracy and Kappa Coefficient. The Figure 8 shows Overall accuracy of those classifications. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show Overall accuracy of last step classifications respectively.

Figure 4. Results of SVM classification in first step. The classified image obtained from (a) power of VV polarization. (b) Pauli decomposition. (c) Krogager decomposition. (d) Freeman decomposition

Figure 5. images of mean of (a) Magnitude and power measures of HH and VV polarizations and (b) Pauli decomposition. (c) Krogager decomposition. (d) Freeman decomposition in window sizes of $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$, $3 \times 3$ and $5 \times 5$ respectively.

Figure 6: Results of classification of mean of (a) Magnitude and power measurements of HH and VV polarizations and (b) Pauli decomposition. (c) Krogager decomposition. (d) Freeman decomposition in window sizes of $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$, $3 \times 3$ and $5 \times 5$ respectively.

Figure 7: Ground truth data imposed on the power image of VV channel
HH that in this research is confirmed. In the studies of (Fortuny-Guasch, 2003; Girard-Ardhuin and et al., 2003) this result is also obtained.

Krogager and Freeman decompositions present better results than the magnitude and power measurements of HH and VV polarizations and Pauli decomposition that is probably due to in Krogager and Freeman decompositions, neighbourhood pixels are also taken into account. In the last step, mean of Krogager decomposition has higher efficiency in detection of oil spills.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research a method for oil spill detection from full polarimetric SAR data is presented that it is based on SVM classification. Texture analysis and decomposition methods are also used in various steps of the algorithm. Also in this research, effect of The Pauli, Krogager and Freeman decompositions in oil spill detection is investigated. The results indicate that the Krogager decomposition is more efficient. The texture analysis is performed on magnitude and power images of HH and VV polarizations and the Pauli, Krogager and Freeman decompositions and sensitivity of the different window sizes are analysed. The results show that mean feature has better performance. This is because SAR images are inherently noisy and utilising this feature causes reduction of noise of the image. The results of sensitivity analysis of window sizes indicated window size of 5x5 pixels for Magnitude and power images and Freeman decomposition is best and, window size 7x7 pixels and 3x3 pixels for The Pauli, Krogager decompositions respectively have the best performance. Comparing of the final results with ground truth data indicated that the proposed algorithm has good results.
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